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train simulator makes it easy to experience and enjoy the world of trains. fully immerses you in a world of trains, transporting you to a place
where you decide what to do, where and when. experience the challenge of mastering a wide variety of different locos and learning the

routes in every direction. unlock your creative potential using powerful tools to create your very own routes and scenarios and enjoy your
collection from the perspective of the driver, passenger or railfan. whatever you love about trains, train simulator has it covered. train
simulator makes it easy to experience and enjoy the world of trains. fully immerses you in a world of trains, transporting you to a place
where you decide what to do, where and when. experience the challenge of mastering a wide variety of different locos and learning the

routes in every direction. unlock your creative potential using powerful tools to create your very own routes and scenarios and enjoy your
collection from the perspective of the driver, passenger or railfan. whatever you love about trains, train simulator has it covered. streak out

of the historic city of frankfurt and through the heart of hesse in deutsche bahns vision of high speed travel. featuring the largest freight
yard in europe at mannheim and inter-regional and inter-city traffic. delivering dramatic and challenging denver & rio grande western and

amtrak action across the rugged wasatch range of the rocky mountains, soldier summit & salt lake city brings a truly captivating and
memorable experience for every railfan. begin your career as a virtual train driver or engineer, driving or operating some of the worlds most

amazing rail-bound machines.
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train simulator 2019
frankfurt u-bahn route
add-on is a great mod

that allows you to use the
u3, u4 and u5 in train

simulator: 2019. the u3,
u4 and u5 are the newest

and fastest frankfurt u-
bahn trains. these three
trains are in addition to
the existing u2, u6, u7
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and u8 in the game. the
scenario is ideal for all
beginners and for train

lovers with a wide range
of needs. more than 65

km of track are included.
train simulator: frankfurt
u-bahn route add-on is a

great mod that allows
you to use the u3, u4 and

u5 in train simulator:
2019. the u3, u4 and u5

are the newest and
fastest frankfurt u-bahn
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trains. these three trains
are in addition to the

existing u2, u6, u7 and
u8 in the game. the

scenario is ideal for all
beginners and for train

lovers with a wide range
of needs. more than 65

km of track are
included. if you like this

mod please take a
moment to leave a

review on the steam
store: >included
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scenarios:a total of 24
scenarios for the

frankfurt u-bahn (u3, u4
and u5). total length of
included scenarios: 65

km. i will be honest and
say i always thought the

u-bahn was a sort of
boring experience. i
always found it to be

very slow and the
stations always looked

like they needed a lick of
paint. i never expected to
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enjoy the u-bahn in train
simulator but i did and i
found it to be so much

better than i expected it
to be. this add-on has

included the u3, u4 and
u5 trains and has

recreated the stations to
look like how they really
do look, the trains are

beautifully made and the
scenery looks great.

overall i am very happy
with the add-on and it
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has been a real eye
opener and made me

appreciate the u-bahn in
a new light. i have tried
to get some time in the

new season to play it and
i have not been

disappointed, the 3d
graphics are stunning

and the train is very easy
to control and

manoeuvre. 5ec8ef588b
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